The meaning of feedback: medical students’ view
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The teaching-learning process in health involves a binomial: on the one hand, teaching (the teacher and the institution) and, on the other hand, the students and their ability to adequately interact in this context. Just as teaching requires specific skills, learning also requires students to be able to master the necessary skills for learning. Feedback should also be understood in this regard. Although feedback is a frequent topic in the literature, few studies have addressed its meaning and impact from the students’ perspective. Moreover, a gap has been identified between theory and practice regarding the real power of feedback in the teaching-learning process.

Objective: This study aimed to assess medical students’ understanding of feedback.

Method: This is a qualitative research with a descriptive and exploratory focus, carried out using in the case study modality, with the focus group technique in data collection and thematic content analysis. The participants were medical students attending the fourth-year or eighth-semester at three schools located in the state of Goiás, Brazil.

Results: The following categories emerged: understanding of feedback, frequency of received feedback, impact of feedback on the teaching-learning process and perception about the received feedback. Students understood in part the concept of feedback, not recognizing the internal feedback. A low frequency of feedback was reported and depended on the teacher, subject and year/semester of the course related to the type of curriculum. Even so, the participants recognized the points of feedback that impact on the teaching-learning process and were receptive to effective feedback.

Conclusion: Even though they knew the meaning of feedback only partially and experienced it irregularly, medical students recognized the impact of this tool on the teaching-learning process. In a context of students trained to know about their own knowledge, truly empowering them in the teaching-learning process, they will develop a constant reflective practice of generating internal feedback, allowing the actual impact of feedback on the teaching-learning process to be observed in practice, as described in the literature.
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RESUMO

Introdução: O processo ensino-aprendizagem em saúde envolve um binômio: por um lado, o ensino (o docente e a instituição) e, por outro, o aluno e sua capacidade de interagir adequadamente nesse contexto. Assim como o ensinar demanda competências específicas, o aprender também exige dos alunos a capacidade de dominar as habilidades necessárias à aprendizagem. O feedback também deve ser entendido nesse sentido. Apesar de o feedback ser um tema frequente na literatura, poucas pesquisas abordam o seu significado e impacto na perspectiva dos discentes. Além disso, existe uma lacuna entre a literatura e a prática sobre o seu poder real no processo de ensino-aprendizagem.

Objetivo: Este estudo objetivou avaliar a compreensão de feedback por alunos de cursos de Medicina.

Método: Trata-se de uma pesquisa qualitativa com enfoque descritivo e exploratório, na modalidade de estudo de caso, com a utilização da técnica de grupo focal na coleta de dados e análise de conteúdo temática. Os participantes foram discentes do quarto ano ou oitavo período de três faculdades de Medicina localizadas no estado de Goiás.

Resultado: As seguintes categorias emergiram: compreensão de feedback, frequência do feedback recebido, impacto dele no processo de ensino-aprendizagem e percepção sobre o feedback recebido. Os alunos compreenderam parcialmente o conceito de feedback, mas não reconheceram o feedback interno. Foi relatada uma baixa frequência de feedback e de sua relação com o professor, a disciplina e o tempo no curso relacionando ao tipo de currículo. Mesmo assim, os estudantes reconheceram os pontos impactantes do feedback no processo de ensino-aprendizagem, estando receptivos ao feedback efetivo.

Conclusão: Embora conhecessem apenas parcialmente o significado de feedback e o vivenciasssem de forma irregular, os estudantes de Medicina reconheceram o impacto dessa ferramenta no processo ensino-aprendizagem. Num contexto de alunos capacitados em conhecer sobre seu próprio conhecimento, verdadeiramente os emporonderem no processo de ensino-aprendizagem, eles desenvolverão uma prática reflexiva constante de gerar o feedback interno, possibilitando que o impacto real do feedback no processo de ensino-aprendizagem possa ser observado na prática conforme descrito na literatura.

Palavras-chave: Retroalimentação Psicológica; Estudantes de Medicina; Ensino; Aprendizagem; Avaliação Educacional.
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INTRODUCTION

The learning process is how human beings acquire new knowledge, develop skills and change behavior. Some learnings can be considered innate, but most of the learning takes place in the social environment in which the individual lives. In the educational area, teaching techniques can contribute to the learning process, mainly linked to basic learning: learning to learn, learning to do, learning to be and learning to live together. According to the National Curriculum Guidelines (NCG), the undergraduate student must be co-responsible for their learning in the initial, continuing and in-service training, highlighting the importance of learning to learn. Learning to learn is related to the competence of information understanding, assimilating, interpreting and applying it in practice; developing the knowledge construction skill by playing an active role in their own learning. In this context of continuing learning, the importance of the constant feedback practice emerges.

Feedback is specific information about the comparison between the observation of a student’s performance or knowledge when performing a task and the desired standard. It seeks to improve this performance and reduce the distance between the ideal and the factual. Feedback is considered effective when it is capable of generating results, promoting a positive and desirable development.

During the active feedback process, the teacher is responsible for the role of facilitator (choosing the appropriate task, establishing desired standards and helping the process of reflective practice). In this model, the academic task stipulated by the teacher (evaluation or not) is the starting point of the process.

Engaging in this task requires the student to mobilize their prior knowledge, motivation and adequate interpretation of what the purpose of the proposed task is. Thus, they can reformulate their own objectives with the task, by applying tactics and strategies to fulfill their mission, thus generating results. Internal feedback results from the comparison of individual progress, self-goals, and a defined standard. External feedback comes to be the trigger and to increase, agree or get into a conflict with the taken learning path. As the next step, actions are put into place to fill out the spaces between them, directing and consolidating knowledge.

With this reflective practice, the student can go through the stages of the competence awareness theory (unconscious incompetent, conscious incompetent, conscious competent and unconscious competent) described in Kolb’s cycle, mainly from the first to the second stage. By mobilizing internal learning processes, feedback becomes a metacognitive learning process. The term metacognition appeared in the 1970s with Flavell, being defined as the person’s knowledge, awareness and control of their own’s cognitive processes. It translates into the learner’s capacity to consciously identify what they have learned and what they still need to learn, as well as making use of resources to meet their learning needs, becoming an important part of the teaching-learning process.

The teaching-learning process in health involves a binomial: on the one hand, teaching (the teacher and the institution) and, on the other hand, the student and their capacity to adequately interact in this context. Just as teaching demands specific skills, learning also requires from students the ability to master the skills that are necessary for learning.

Feedback must also be understood in this sense. Although this strategy has the capacity to considerably influence the teaching-learning process, some studies state that it occurs rarely or ineffectively, especially in medical education. Would it be that this gap does not correlate with the end stage of this process, i.e., student learning? Therefore, the aim of this study was to assess the understanding of feedback by medical students.

METHOD

Study design

The present research was characterized as a qualitative study with a descriptive and exploratory approach. The case study modality was chosen, using the focus group technique in data collection and thematic content analysis. The qualitative research works with the universe of meanings, motives, aspirations, perceptions, beliefs, values and attitudes as part of the human social reality, since human beings are not characterized only by their actions, but by thinking about them and interpreting them within the lived context. This understanding is crucial when exploring the experiences and perceptions of students in health education research.

The case study is characterized as a type of research of which object is a unit, which is analyzed in depth and in a more directed way. By involving two or more subjects, two or more institutions, one can speak of multiple cases. The choice of the unit to be investigated is made considering the problem or question that concerns the investigator, aiming at a detailed examination of a particular situation, which in this study is: feedback in the medical course in the state of Goiás, Brazil.
opinions and to take attitudes when interacting with other individuals. Focal groups are, therefore, appropriate for exploratory research, that is, research in areas that are poorly understood or in need of a better definition.

The thematic content analysis process, on the other hand, consists in the set of discourse analysis techniques aimed at obtaining, through systematic and objective procedures, the inference about the thematized content in the focus group discussions, aiming to interpret.

Study location and participants

The inclusion criterion to participate in the study sample was: an individual who was attending the fourth year (annual entry) or eighth semester (semester entry) of one of the Schools of Medicine in the state of Goiás, Brazil. This state is located in the Midwest region of Brazil and has a population of 6 million inhabitants.

In Brazil, the undergraduate course in Medicine has a minimum workload of 7,200 hours and a minimum period of six years for its completion, with the last two years being characterized by a mandatory curricular internship for in-service training, called medical internship. Therefore, it was an intentional choice to set up a focus group with students who had already completed most of their undergraduate courses before starting their internship.

During the research period, four Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) had a medical course. However, the study was conducted in only three HEIs: Universidade Federal de Goiás (UFG), Centro Universitário de Anápolis (UniEvangélica) and Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Goiás (PUC Goiás), because in the fourth medical course, the students were still attending the initial years/semesters during the research period.

The federal public institution, created in 1960, uses a traditional teaching methodology with some curriculum innovations since 2003. In the other two private institutions, the Medicine courses were created after the publication of the National Curriculum Guidelines for Undergraduate Courses in Medicine by the National Council of Education, in 2001, implementing curricula with active teaching methodologies, such as problem-based learning.

Participants were recruited through a previous contact, which was initiated with the secretaries of the medical courses to obtain the list of students who met the inclusion criteria. The studied sample was randomly selected by drawing lots via Microsoft® Software Office Excel. The students were invited by telephone to discuss a topic on medical education, with no reference to the specific thematic.

Eighteen students were invited from each institution to ensure that each focus group had between four and twelve participants, considering unforeseen events, absences and impediments to the presence of confirmed students on the scheduled day.

Data collection

Considering the participation of medical courses in the research, three focus groups were carried out with students from the same institution between October and December 2013. The focus groups took place in adequate rooms at the respective Higher Education Institution at a time compatible with the students’ availability. The researcher, responsible for conducting the focus groups, took on the concomitant roles of moderator, spokesperson and audio operator.

The debate script was established based on the literature on the addressed topic and on the research goals. The guiding questions were submitted to a pilot test after the recruitment of a sample consisting of fifth-year students (Internship 1). Table 1 shows the script of questions used to conduct the focus groups, which correspond to the categories created a priori.

Each focus group was completed when the saturation of the proposed topic was reached, as the data representativeness was not of interest, but rather the diversity and depth of the information. All focus group discussions were audio-recorded and transcribed in full.

Data analysis

The Atlas.TI software version 7.0.77 was used in the data analysis, after the speeches of the focus groups were transcribed, to select similar ones, facilitating the coding organization and data categorization. The focus groups received a code with the initial letter of the words “Focus Group”.

Table 1. Debate script on feedback for conducting focus groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>About feedback during undergraduate school:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Have you ever heard about the feedback or the feedback technique in evaluation? What do you understand about this subject?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Did you receive feedback at any point during the training? At what times? What was the frequency?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Was the amount of received feedback sufficient during the training? Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Did this feedback contribute to your learning/training? Justify your answer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(FG) followed by the number 1 or 2 or 3, sequentially identifying the institutions: Unievangélica, UFG and PUC/Goiás; ensuring the anonymity of participating students.

Data analysis was performed using the thematic content analysis technique based on Minayo et al.30 and Bardin31. The four researchers analyzed the transcripts using an inductive process. After the initial independent reading, a meeting was held to compare the respective notes. This cycle of reading and meeting to discuss the data was repeated until the group reached a consensus on the categories and subcategories that emerged from the participants’ discourses. The results were later treated through inferences and possible interpretations. All members of the research team, including three women and one man, of which three had a Ph.D. and one a Master’s Degree during the research period, are engaged in projects related to medical education, including the evaluation of the actual educational impact of feedback on the teaching-learning process.

All methodology was performed by applying precise rules (confirmation, credibility, security and transfer) in order to guarantee scientific stringency24-26,38,39.

**Ethical aspects**

Data collection started after approval by the Research Ethics Committees of the proposing institution and of the two co-participating institutions, under registration number 14771213.9.0000.5078 in the Certificate of Presentation for Ethical Appraisal (CAAE) of Plataforma Brasil. The focus groups were held after the participating students agreed with the research purposes and signed the Free and Informed Consent form. The study was developed considering ethical precepts according to Resolution N. 466/12 of the Brazilian National Health Council40.

**RESULTS**

Considering the three focus groups, the study included 25 students from the participating Medicine courses. The students were aged between 20 and 24 years, of which 11 were men and 14 women. The duration of the focus group debate lasted from 60 to 90 minutes.

The results from the categories established *a priori* and the subcategories obtained from the thematic analysis of the speeches of participants in the focus groups conducted according to the debate script are shown below:

**Understanding of feedback**

Students from all institutions said they understood the meaning of feedback, but there was some difficulty in defining it. Examples were pointed out to characterize the definition, in which the teacher is usually the external source of feedback, with the role of highlighting the positive points, pointing out errors and teaching how to do it correctly:

- A teacher will explain to the student what they did wrong, ask them why they did it wrong, what was the difficulty they found in that subject or problem and try to solve it. (FG1)
- A teacher will show me what I did wrong, how I did it, what I could do better and also highlight some positive aspects. (FG2)
- You did it wrong, here is the right way to do it. Change sides because you are not on the right path. You got it right, stay on that path. (FG3)

The reflective function in the feedback process, that is, the internal feedback, was not pointed out by the students.

**Frequency of received feedback**

There was a consensus that there were few moments of feedback experienced during the course, leading to dissatisfaction and a call for improvement by the students:

- Even though there is a formative assessment, it is only on paper. We don't know why we received that grade. Feedback doesn't always happen. There are only a few moments, it could be better. (FG1)
- The frequency is practically nil, I remember rare moments when I received feedback. I am close to finishing the fourth year and going on to internship, so I think it was totally insufficient. I think it has to improve a lot. (FG2)
- The frequency is not that high, it is lower, because we are constantly evaluated here at the university. Everything we do is submitted to an evaluation. I think it really needs to be improved. (FG3)

The frequency was also related to the teacher and/or discipline and time in the course and the curriculum model:

- As we evolve during the course, the importance of formative assessment diminishes. In the beginning, feedback was more related to the tutoring. (FG1)
- I consider that I started getting more feedback this year, after the fourth year, because before what I had were the test answers, it wasn't really feedback. (FG2)
- From the beginning to almost half of the 3rd year, mainly in tutoring activities, which we had and no longer have. (FG3)
- Once in a while a teacher gives a nice feedback. It also depends on the discipline: there are some that do and others that don't. (FG3)

According to the participants, the discipline of Pediatrics was the one with the highest frequency of feedback in all institutions:
In Pediatrics, we had a lot of feedback. The teachers help us more, tell you how you have to do it. It is much better this way. (FG1)

The most frequent and positive feedback we had so far during undergraduate school was during Pediatrics. (FG2)

I loved Pediatrics. They always gave us feedbacks and these were always very relevant. (FG3)

**Impact of feedback on the learning process**

Despite the low frequency, the participants realized that feedback was very important for the teaching-learning process. They demonstrated this opinion by highlighting the positive individual impacts (emotional state, cognitive ability and performance) and their relevance in improving the teaching-learning environment.

They also recognized that the feedback generated emotional impacts: security about what was learned, serenity, a sense of well-being and motivation to study:

*Feedback in Pediatrics was a highlight. So much so that I, at least, have that security and I think everyone here has, to take care of a child these days and not feel so insecure about what you are doing.* (FG2)

*There are things I remember to this day that I know. For instance, when they ask me something and after that, they say: “Are you sure?” I am, because once I said such and such and the teacher said it was wrong and the right one was such and such a thing. So this is very important.* (FG1)

*In evaluations, you are always nervous. We are tested regarding every point. After you finish the evaluation, when they value and praise what you did right, that is something that makes you feel calmer and at the same time, you are sure that the mistake you made, you will not make anymore. It reassures us a lot!* (FG2)

*You may also still have doubts, you are learning, you are still at the university. If you get it wrong after you finished it, that is one thing, but you can still get it wrong in here.* (FG3)

*You really feel so good when they say: “you did not do well in this aspect and all, but you did well in this other point”. (FG1)*

*Teachers who are concerned about giving feedback do it very well, because it is very good to encourage the student to be interested in what was wrong and try to learn for real.* (FG2)

From a cognitive point of view, the students stated that the feedback consolidated learning, making it more effective and preventing simple memorization; helped to build knowledge, enabling awareness of what is right and wrong; facilitated reasoning and decision-making in similar cases, reducing the chances of future errors; made it easier to put theory into practice and learn from the mistakes of others:

*It is a very effective form of teaching. [...] when you make a mistake, you learn what is right if someone orients you and that becomes even more consolidated. So, for instance, you saw that you made a mistake and you end up learning it for real, without having to memorize it. It is very difficult for you to get that wrong again when experiencing the same situation. If I had not received the feedback, I wouldn’t remember.* (FG2)

*As the feedback technique is not only to criticize mistakes, but also to reinforce what you got right, I think this is very important because we do it there and don’t even realize what we did.* (FG2)

*At a similar next opportunity the student will be able to reason alone and get it right.* (FG1)

*Another thing is for the teacher to say: it is better to do it this way because the patient will understand it better. This may be described in the book, but we cannot understand it alone, cannot do it not correctly. And when the teacher directs you, it is easier to understand and put into practice.* (FG1)

*When a mistake is made by many students, the teacher speaks collectively. Perhaps even if you are not making a mistake or you haven’t had a moment to make that mistake, you might.* (FG3)

The participants reported that there was an improvement in performance regarding activities due to the opportunity for correction and the acquisition of skills such as a better doctor-patient relationship through feedback:

*If I know what I did wrong and how to do it right, next time I will do it the best way I can.* (FG1)

*Feedback was very important in this period of transition from theory into practice because it was through it, highlighting the positive and negative points of meeting the first patients, that we were able to learn how to establish a good doctor-patient relationship.* (FG2)

As for the teaching-learning environment, the students highlighted that the feedback improved the student-teacher relationship; stimulated students’ participation; guided learning and helped to homogenize the class, facilitating the course of the learning:

*We have teachers who sit and talk. Everyone sat down, they provided orientation and accepted the things that were good to follow. Feedback is sometimes a conversation, it ends up bringing students and teachers closer together. That makes you participate more in class, interact both with your classmates and teachers. It is not just the teacher pouring out knowledge, but the students contributing to the
Perception about the received feedback

There was an agreement that the feedback, being effective, was well accepted by the students:

She (the teacher) sat down with me one day and told me some things, individual feedback, and I think that has changed. It was good. Important. (FG3)

I think it was very positive because it is a very effective way of teaching. (FG2)

The quality feedbacks received contributed to our learning and training. (FG1)

DISCUSSION

Students demonstrated a partial understanding of the meaning of feedback. They did not stress the importance of internal feedback, nor did they address the existence of other important sources of external feedback in addition to the teacher. This may explain the reported low frequency of feedback and its relationship to the teacher, the discipline or time in the course and type of curriculum. On the other hand, the participants recognized the impacting points of feedback on the teaching-learning process, being receptive to effective feedback.

The study by Poulos et al.41 with several courses in the health area also observed a difficulty in homogeneously defining what it is and how to use feedback. Similarly, Hounsell et al.42 found that the students recognized the importance of extrinsic feedback in performing specific tasks, but, as in the present study, they were unable to formulate the intrinsic feedback based on the daily activities of the teaching-learning process.

Bowen et al.43 conducted a study with focus groups in which they gave undergraduate medical students a map of key feedback opportunities throughout the program. The participants indicated that signaling has the potential to better prepare students to recognize feedback. However, they were confused by the feedback they received and stated they did not receive the potentially available amount of feedback, also revealing the difficulty in recognizing the feedback.

Diversely, online undergraduate students in the health area, in the study by Getzaf et al.44, recognized feedback as a process of mutual contributions, both by undergraduates and teachers. Students wanted to be involved in the planning of feedback regarding learning objectives, areas that needed improvement, and appropriate time for feedback. The authors highlighted that this viewpoint involves power sharing between students and teachers, something that is not common in higher education. In the study by Maia et al.45, the authors also concluded the study by reporting that students understand feedback, but throughout the presented work, they did not make it explicit how it happens.

Recognizing internal feedback as a metacognitive process, in which the students are aware of how they learn better, how they learn satisfactorily and also evaluate the effectiveness of the strategies they use, makes it an inextricable step from the intentional learning process12,13.

Internal feedback works like the metacognitive system described by Nelson et al46: two interrelated levels (object level and meta level) through a continuous flow of information (control and monitoring)46. The object level is the task itself (where the task is performed) and the meta level is the task at the ideal level resulting from a process of personal construction that can be modified and improved. Monitoring is the flow in which object-level events can be identified and compared to the pre-existing meta level task model (adequate or not). Control is the flow that the meta level corrects or confirms the actions at the object level (modifies) and makes efforts to start, continue or finish the task12,46.

This metacognitive system correlates with the metacognitive structure proposed by Flavell11. The metacognitive knowledge refers to the quality of information sent at the meta level, both about the person (knowledge and beliefs acquired as cognitive processors, affecting how one copes with learning difficulties), the task (knowledge about complexity and requirement) and strategy (the existence of different means to reach the intended cognitive objectives, being aware of the similarities and differences between them and when and where each one should be used). Metacognitive ability refers to the functioning of this metacognitive system. The metacognitive experience is the context in which feelings (affective) and awareness (cognitive) are involved in the process11,12.

The effectiveness of learning does not depend only on age, experience and cognitive level, but includes the acquisition of cognitive and metacognitive strategies that allow students to plan and monitor their performance, that is, it allows them to become aware of the processes they use to learn and make appropriate decisions about which strategies to use in each task and also to assess their effectiveness, changing them when they do not produce the desired results47.

Regarding the actual frequency of feedback in the teaching-learning process, there are different opinions by...
teachers and students. Carless\textsuperscript{19} highlighted that 38.4% of teachers believed they frequently gave detailed feedback, which helped students improve their performance, while only 10.6% of the students had the same perception.

As in the present study, Watling et al.\textsuperscript{20} found a lack of a feedback culture in the medical course, reporting the deficient feedback frequency in medical education when compared to music and pedagogy courses. In another study, Watling et al.\textsuperscript{18} observed that in areas of high training level such as sports and music, feedback is part of the routine and has a central role in learning; however, in medical education, it is marginalized and the medical students in the sample also felt the lack of feedback during undergraduate school.

On the other hand, in the study by Bates et al.\textsuperscript{48}, medical students attending the longitudinal clinical internship acknowledged more often receiving an informal feedback from their tutors in their daily lives during patient care.

The different perceptions of students regarding the occurrence of feedback throughout the course from the perspective of the institution's curriculum, mentioned herein, may be related to the fact that feedback is one of the steps in the problem-based learning methodology\textsuperscript{49}, with greater observance of methodological rigor in the initial years of the course\textsuperscript{50}. Differently, in the traditional methodology in which disciplines are divided into basic and professional cycles\textsuperscript{51}, students only have contact with feedback when they go into the professional cycle, in the final years of the course.

Miranda et al.\textsuperscript{52}, carried out a study on feedback with a quantitative approach in a Brazilian medical education institution, which used the problem-based learning methodology in the curriculum. It found that up to 95% of students in the first semesters confirmed the performance of the feedback, whereas 100% of the students attending the fifth semester and 56.45% of those attending the eighth semester denied its performance. In a medical school in the United Kingdom, where the early years corresponded to the basic cycle of medical sciences and the final years to the clinical cycle, students in the early years had greater difficulty in recognizing feedback, while students attending the more advanced years of the course consciously looked for feedback\textsuperscript{43}.

About the important role of the discipline of Pediatrics in the context of feedback in this study, it can be seen as a local characteristic, in which the schools shared the same professionals or professionals who had the same training, allowing the dissemination of the practice of feedback among the institutions. However, it can also be related to the characteristic of this medical specialty in dealing with communication skills with adolescents, facilitating the adoption of andragogical practices in the teaching-learning environment.

In the study by Bowen et al.\textsuperscript{45}, the students described positive relationships with supervisors and their perceptions that these teachers were hardworking as the main determinants of the feedback process: recognition, involvement and credibility.

There is also some discussion regarding the perception of students about the received feedback. Bailey\textsuperscript{21} and Carless\textsuperscript{19} demonstrated the students' negative perception about the usefulness of feedback, especially when its quality was considered poor. Other studies\textsuperscript{41,43,45,52-56} demonstrated that students valued effective feedback and its important role in the teaching-learning process, as observed in the present study.

In addition to the fact that feedback is central to the cognitive process, there are some studies\textsuperscript{4,14,57-59} that reaffirmed its importance in supporting technical and professional performance: encouraging the student to perform well, ensuring the quality of patient care and their safety, essential for the acquisition of professional skills (communication skills, clinical examination, prescription, empathy, professionalism and teamwork) and encourage professional practice focused on results and continuous professional development.

For Getzlaf et al.\textsuperscript{44}, the students recognized that constructive and positive feedback helped them to feel safe and to develop confidence, being a motivating experience for learning, as shown in the present study. Moreover, participating students recognized the importance of feedback for future practice in two dimensions: identifying areas that need improvement and the triggering of an action plan during undergraduate school and applying the received feedback to the future professional life, avoiding mistakes and facilitating the application of theory on new practical experiences.

In the study by Bates et al.\textsuperscript{48}, the informal feedback that emerged from the daily clinical supervision of the longitudinal clinical internship promoted a supportive and caring relationship between tutors and students, contributing to the development of a sense of security, capacity to generate internal feedback and better acceptance of negative feedback.

Therefore, it is possible to list three elements involved in the feedback process: the teacher, the student and the institution. The institutions focus on improving the teachers’ ability to provide feedback, but few focus on how to involve students in the process. Believing that feedback is a skill exclusive to teachers is a myth\textsuperscript{49}.

Feedback must be a process, a dialogue between the provider and the receiver, important in itself, ensuring that the message was received, how it was interpreted and how it needs to be contextualized and put into practice in a new opportunity\textsuperscript{60}. The student must also be trained in the practice of reflective feedback, developing a process of self-monitoring of learning\textsuperscript{8}. 
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As reported in this study, students only partially understood the meaning of feedback, not recognizing internal feedback. If even with the low frequency of feedback reported in the study, students recognized the impact of feedback on the learning process, in a context of students capable of knowing about their own knowledge, truly empowering them in the teaching and learning process, they will develop a constant reflective practice of generating internal feedback, allowing the real impact of feedback on the teaching and learning process to be observed in practice as described in the literature.

This study showed a selection bias as limitation, as it assessed a randomized sample extracted from a specific group of medical students, exposing only their point of view on educational feedback, which may contain elements that are less representative of their social group in their speech as a whole, that is, the perception of other students may have different elements.

Notwithstanding, the number of participants in each focus group and the recorded speeches disclosed a homogeneous opinion on the subject and there was saturation of the collected data, meeting the actual aim of this study, which lies in the depth and value of the collected information. We are not suggesting that results will be true in other contexts, since representativeness is linked to specific contexts and not to the representation of a population\(^2,25,28\).

Intervention studies aimed at preparing students for this metacognitive path, facilitating the formation of internal feedback, must be carried out to assess this important learning strategy in the context of medical education.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study showed that the students had difficulty in conceptualizing feedback; they partially understood it, lacked the concept of internal feedback. They were able to recognize the importance of feedback for their learning process and were receptive to effective feedback. However, they resented the low frequency of feedback and the lack of regulation regarding the use of this tool.

Based on the students’ perception, the feedback occurred irregularly and depended on the teacher or the discipline, regardless of whether the institution was public or private and the current curriculum model.

Thus, to train students and teachers to fully know about and understand feedback, in the metacognitive context, and stop focusing on external feedback only, considering the model used in professional practice of indicating solely what should be done, can potentially fill the gap between theory and practice regarding the actual power that feedback has in the teaching-learning process.
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